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Abstract. Nacelles are responsible for good engine performance and considerable percentage of total aircraft drag,
thus fuel consumption. Energy conservation and cost of fuel, among others, require good nacelle design. Optimized
nacelle design would require CFD calculations of the flow around it, since high drag-generating phenomena, like
shock waves and wake, may appear during flight. A literature review was carried out aiming at familiarization with
nacelle types and basic rules for nacelle design. A methodology was established to determine main nacelle dimensions.
A case study is presented and design optimization is proposed.
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1. Introduction
The problem of drag reduction caused by engines and their nacelles is not new, since it has been a reported concern
since the 1920s. In 1926 the Bureau of Aeronautics and in 1927 the industry requested NACA the support to understand
the effects of cowling on the performance and cooling of radial engines. The first NACA attempts were experimental.
Without backing theory they were unable to completely solve that problem and an impasse was established. To move
beyond the paralyzing confusion of this experimental impasse, NACA’s Langley cowling research group hired the work
of Theodore Theodorsen, general head of the laboratory’s small Physical Research Division to develop the analytical
studies to support the experiments. The work lasted from 1926 to 1936 and demonstrated another important general
point about research: no matter how practical or otherwise advantageous any one method may be, it always has some
disadvantages; the experiments have arrived to a dead end and required a backing theoretical support.
Gas turbines are designed to provide thrust at many operating points over the flight envelope. For this reason, it is
seen as a main component of an aircraft. Different amounts of air mass flow at each flight condition are necessary to
attain all possible required thrust, therefore the importance of a well designed nacelle. Nacelle has an important role on
the overall aircraft performance due to its interaction with the aircraft flow field. The nacelle must also protect the
engine from foreign objects and impacts (FOI).
An extensive literature review, carried out to evaluate what has been done to improve design methodologies,
revealed that most of the published papers refer only superficially to design methods. At the same time, contacts have
been made with experienced engineers that have worked on engine-aircraft integration to share their expertise. From the
available literature, the ESDU reports 81024 and 80037 are the few that disclose the needed information for the design
and performance assessment. They will serve as the basis for the present study. Indications for the improvement of the
procedures here reported will be made at the appropriate time.
Nacelle is the cowling that covers the gas turbine to protect it against Foreign Object Ingestion (FOI), which may
cause damage to the engine and decrease the engine drag while keeping its good performance all over the flight
envelope. It is a multi-functional unit designed with the purpose of: (i) delivering air to the fan both efficiently and with
the minimum amount of distortion, and (ii) expanding the gases through an exhaust system with the maximum amount
of efficiency.
Figure 1 shows the 3 major parts into which a nacelle may be divided: the forebody, the centerbody and the
afterbody. An insertion shows also details of the forebody lip.
For the validation of a complex CFD program under development, several test cases were defined. This work
concerns part of one of such cases, where a long-duct nacelle is used. A design procedure for a long-duct nacelle,
defined after a thorough literature search and best practice reported in the literature, has been defined. A test nacelle has
been designed and analyzed using commercially available CFD code as far as flow patterns are concerned. In this part
of the study an axisymmetric nacelle was chosen because of simplicity and the possibility of spotting unwanted
aerodynamic phenomena, like shock waves and boundary layer separation at the upper surface.
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Figure 1. Long Duct Nacelle showing its three main parts
The air intake is the most important part of the nacelle. It requires careful design because it must deliver the air
required by the engine, from free stream conditions to the conditions required at the fan or compressor inlet with
minimum total pressure loss and distortion, in a high speed environment where Mach number may exceed 0.7. Also, as
the installed engine performance depends on the intake installation losses (additive drag, forebody or cowl drag, bypass
air, boundary layer, bleed air, etc.), the intake design should minimize these losses. The aircraft angle of attack may
vary during the takeoff rotation and landing phases of flight, which will change the angle of the air flow with respect to
the engine centerline. Inlets may operate with high angles of flow incidence that may cause flow separation; this flow
separation causes large regions of low total pressure. The magnitude of the inlet flow distortion is a function of the
intake geometry, mass flow rate, flight Mach number and flow incidence angle. The effect of high distortion is to shift
the fan or compressor surge line to values of higher mass flow. Crosswind may also cause flow separation in the
internal forebody surface causing fan stall. This effect can be reduced by making the leading edges on the side of the
inlet thicker to minimize flow separation with crosswinds. The internal diffuser curvature and length are based mainly
on maintaining the flow attached to the inside walls of the inlet and matching the inlet diameter of the engine.
The size of the nacelle forebody is a design compromise between the requirement of low cruise drag and avoiding
catastrophes when one or more engines are out. The nacelle forebody size that gives minimum drag at cruise may not
give a good engine-out drag. The minimum drag for a nacelle does not necessarily occur when the inlet is designed for
minimum inlet drag because the influence of the afterbody drag, interference drag and aircraft trim drag need to be
included in the integration and design of an engine nacelle. Another important analysis is the engine location on the
wing that provides the best integration of engine and airframe. This integration depends on the nacelle design, wing
design and resulting interference drag. Thus, considerable analytical and experimental work is needed, not only for the
nacelle design but also for the design of each installation.
The afterbody needs also much attention during design. It must collect the exhaust gases leaving the propelling
nozzle and merge it with the surrounding air stream. For large values of thrust the kinetic energy of the exhaust gas
must be high, which implies a high exhaust velocity. The pressure ratio across the nozzle controls the expansion process
and the maximum thrust for a given engine is obtained when the exit pressure equals the ambient pressure. The two
basic types of nozzles used in jet engines are the convergent and convergent-divergent nozzle. Both nozzle and nacelle
afterbody must be designed to minimize drag and noise generated by the out coming jet as well as to maintaining the
maximum thrust during the aircraft operation (Mattingly et al, 1987)
2. Literature review
Major research concerns implied by the available literature were:
• Development of computer analysis capability for calculation of streamlines and pressure distributions around
two-dimensional (planar and axysimmetric) isolated nacelles at transonic speeds and for predicting
nacelle/inlet flowfields (Keith and Ferguson, 1973; Vadiak and Atta ,1983);
• 3-D flowfield for flow-through nacelle, examining both inviscid and viscous-inviscid interactions solution
(Compton, 1985);
• Influence of different Mach numbers and angles of attack to determine if nacelle/pylon/wing integration affects
the achievements of natural laminar flow and to determine the longitudinal aerodynamics effects of installing
flow-through, mixed-flow engine nacelles (Lamb et al., 1985; Abeyounis and Peterson, 1990); the effect of
propeller solidity and thrust axis inclination on the propeller normal-face coefficient (Garl et al., 1991); inlet
test methods and determine the impact of the fan on inlet separation when operating at large angles of attack
(Larkin and Sehweiger, 1992);
• Effects of the way different parts of the aircraft are joined together (wing/pylon/engine) (Hoheisel, 1997;
Tillman and Hwang, 1999; Eleshaky and Baysal, 1998; Smith and Grossley, 2000; Brodersen, 2002; Runsey
et al., 2004; Riedel, 1998);
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• Effects of flowfield around ducted-nacelles (Mack, 1998) to determine exterior and interior mass-flow
characteristics and to measure flowfield overpressures as well as a numerical investigation of the flowfield
associated with a generic isolated long duct nacelle (Humphries and Raghunathan., 1997); wave drag
characteristics of an over-the-wing nacelle configuration (Fujino and Kawamura, 2003); two possible nacelle
configurations, under-wing and over-wing, for higher bypass ratio turbofan for subsonic transport (Kinney et
al., 1997); wing-nacelle interference effects of flow-through nacelles simulating superfan engines (Odies et
al., 1992; Pendergraft et al., 1992) were studied to give better insight into the flow behavior around nacelles;
• Importance of a CFD-based design system for the engine nacelle integration in HSCT - High Speed
Commercial Transport - (Kano and Nakahashi, 1997); the aerodynamic design of the future STA - Supersonic
Transport Aircraft - propulsion system (Prat et al., 1997); flowfield around a supersonic transport aircraft with
integrated engine nacelles (Kanazaki et al., 2003); experimental investigation to determine the effect of
diverter wedge half-angle and nacelle lip height on the drag characteristics of an assembly consisting of nacelle
fore cowl from a typical high-speed civil transport and diverter mounted on a flat plate(Flamm and Wilcox,
1995);
• Aircraft/propulsion system integration of a fuselage-mounted turbofan engine using CFD analysis of the
complete fuselage/wing/nacelle configuration (Yates et al., 1998); interactions existing between the airframe
and the propulsion system and the engine installation effects (Jie et al., 2000); iterative design of engine
nacelles and wings being part of complex aircraft configuration (Wilhelm, 2004), show the need of interactive
nacelle/fuselage design;
• Hailstone impacts (Anghileri et al., 2004); flow transition detection when flight testing engine nacelles (Riedel
and Sitzmann, 2002); improvements to nacelle acoustic treatment for noise reduction (Powell and Preisser,
2000); influence of suppression effects in thrust determination of the short-ducted turbofan engine (Almeida et
al., 2002); isolated nacelle with a supersonic cruise nozzle (Deere and Pandya, 2002); CFD applied to the
investigation of the effect of excrescences due to manufacturing tolerances, seen as aerodynamic defects, on
the surface of an isolated engine nacelle (Humphries et al., 1999); flow visualization to examine shock and
boundary layer flow interaction for a nacelle in close proximity to the lower surface of a simulated wing (Biber
and Ellis, 1993); parametric investigation of the aeroelastic flutter stability behavior of a semi-rigid 3-D wingwith-engine nacelle model in subsonic flow (Försching and Knnack, 1993) are other concerns during nacelle
design and integration to the aircraft;
• Nacelle design methods and inverse design methods (Kiock and Hoheisel, 1993; Brodt et al., 2002; Wilhelm,
2002; Naik et al., 1995); criteria for the design of a nacelle to take account of a certain number of requirements
related to engine and the aircraft (Kiock and Hoheisel, 1993) indicates that inverse solution is being sought
already;
Nacelle design and integration to the aircraft is a key point in the overall aircraft design (Brodt et al., 2002). Usually
it starts from the axisymmetric assumption. Three major steps are envisaged: location of points appropriate for the
enclosure of the engine and its accessories; aerodynamic profile design and the CFD analysis. An inverse design, based
on an iterative residual-correction-type approach to generate a geometry that satisfies a user-prescribed target pressure
distribution may be used instead (Wilhelm, 2002), starting, say, from a tentative geometry, which is gridded for the
CFD analysis (Naik et al., 1995).
3. The design procedure
A nacelle is designed for a specific engine; therefore the starting point is to draw the engine sketch with the relevant
dimensions, followed by the location of the guidance points to indicate the minimum limits of the nacelle external
surfaces. Allowances for nacelle cooling air, hardware structures, engine accessories and the nacelle own structure must
be given at this stage. Figure 2 shows an engine cutaway view and the chosen anchor points for the nacelle surfaces.
The design may then be started with the determination of the flight conditions at which the nacelle swallowing capacity
is the most demanding (usually at end-of-climb, where the engine is at high power and density is lowest) – ambient and
flight conditions, engine mass flow and rotational speed.
The following steps are adopted for the design:
a) forebody
• determination the fan inlet area and fan inlet Mach number;
• determination the throat area for the chosen throat Mach number;
• design the internal intake diffuser that efficiently drives the air smoothly to the fan, taking care of the
throat dimensions in order not to allow high Mach number, to accommodate future increase in engine
mass flow. Since the diffuser requires small divergence angle, the forebody length may be excessively
long if the throat Mach number is too high;
• design the forebody lip to accommodate angles of attack that occur during take-off and cross winds;
• design the upper cowl surface taking care of the drag rise Mach number. The NACA 1-series profile
may be used. This means that special care must be taken to avoid excessive flow acceleration that

would cause shock waves. Check for the spillages at engine low rotational speeds that will cause
excessive drag.
b) centerbody
Usually the centerbody is of cylindrical shape, requiring that care must be taken only with the transitions of the
surfaces of the fore- and afterbody. When thrust-reverser is to be located on the centerbody, a check for
possible adverse pylon and airframe flow interference has to be done.
c) afterbody
The afterbody comprises two subsections, as shown in Fig. 1: a conical surface with cone angle whose exit
section coincides with the engine exhaust duct, and a circular section joining the cone to the centerbody.
Care must be taken to ensure that: i) the boat tail radius Ra, shown in Fig. 1, is sufficiently large to avoid
premature drag-rise in the flow suction at the initial expansion around afterbody shoulder; ii) the radii ratio
(inlet to outlet radius ratio) is adequate to compromise the afterbody length with the excessive boundary
layer growth and separation that cause high drag.
A trade-off exercise may be required to choose the cone angle that would result acceptable drag.
In addition to the recommendations already listed, there are other related to the specific part of the nacelle that
is being designed.
3.1. Forebody design recommendations
The forebody is the engine intake region that is made of a lip, a throat, a diffuser and an external surface. It must be
capable to work at all the operational envelope of the aircraft. Its duty is to deliver good quality air to the fan and to
diverse non-required air around the nacelle at minimal drag penalty.
Sizing the throat requires compatibility of the intake lip to the internal diffuser; minimization of the diffuser losses
and very good air quality delivered to the engine at any point over the aircraft envelope, that is, at take-off, climb,
cruise, descent, landing and maneuvers.
The intake maximum throat Mach numbers is chosen in the range 0.7 to 0.75 to operate choked-free, whereas lip
contraction ratio (highlight/throat area ratios, AH/Amax) is chosen in the range 1.2 to 1.35. The higher the throat Mach
number the highest the internal diffusion angle and the drag rise Mach number.
The intake may not be axially symmetric and the contraction ratio may vary around the circumference of the intake
to permit:
• maximum lip thickness biased towards the bottom of the intake in order to achieve good high incidence,
therefore high internal performance;
• intermediate thicknesses at the sides of the intake to achieve good crosswind tolerance;
• minimum thickness at the top to achieve good external-cowl performance at and circa the crown of the
nacelle.
The cowl external lines may not be axisymetric in order to accommodate the engine gearbox and accessories,
located, say, in the region of the keel of the nacelle. The design method that provide general guidelines for determining
the leading dimensions of the nacelle forebody are:
• cowl thickness, expressed in terms of the ratio DH/Dmax or its inverse, where: DH is the highlight diameter
and Dmax is the nacelle maximum diameter;
• cowl length, expressed as the ratio LF/Dmax and cowl lines between the highlight plane and the maximum
cross-sectional area, Amax of the forebody, where LF is the nacelle forebody length.
These ratios are chosen to avoid the onset of significant spillage drag, wave drag at cruising conditions, by ensuring
that the operating mass flow ratio range of the intake is greater than a critical value and that the free-stream Mach
number for drag rise is greater than the aircraft operating Mach numbers.
3.2. Centerbody design recommendations
Usually the centerbody has a cylindrical shape, so that care must be taken only with the transitions of the surfaces of
the fore- and afterbody. The centerbody length may be of minute dimensions, or even not exist, providing the fore- and
the afterbody are sufficient to cover the engine and its peripherals. Conical shape may also do in cases where the
forebody has larger diameter than the afterbody.
3.3. Afterbody design recommendations
The aerodynamic design of the nacelle afterbody, again assumed to be axisymmetric, involves fairing the boat tail
between the nacelle maximum cross-section and the final nozzle, taking into account any centerbody, thrust-reversal or
other design requirements; for example, the need to minimize adverse pylon/pod and airframe/pod flow interference
effects. Typical geometrical parameters are as sketched in Fig. 1.
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Premature drag rise in the flow-suction region of the initial-expansion around the shoulder of the afterbody is
avoided by ensuring that the radius, RA, is sufficiently large.
The free stream drag-rise Mach number, which must be compatible with the drag-rise Mach number of the nacelle
forebody, and the drag-rise requirements of the aircraft as a whole, can be related to the afterbody length to diameter
ratio. Too small a ratio may cause the excessive boundary layer growth and flow separation on the afterbody in the flow
recompression region at the rear of the boat tail and high skin-friction drag.
The radius used for the circular-arc section of the afterbody terminates at the nozzle-exit plane or fair into a conical
section. In either case, the final boat tail angle, β, must be chosen to limit boundary-layer growth and to avoid flow
separation, allowing for the adverse static-pressure gradient imposed on the external flow over the final boat tail by the
jet exhaust of the engine. This requires a deflection of the external flow.
In civil turbofan engines the jet flows are not significantly under-expanded. The boundary-layer management
requirements can be met fairly readily as the flow turning is minimal. In the case of afterbodies for military engines
equipped with convergent nozzles, operating at high flight speeds, the flow is highly under-expanded. The jet plume
causes extra turning of the flow at the boattail, causing flow separation.
The flow over the afterbody may well be affected significantly by the proximity of the nacelle to the adjacent wing
and/or fuselage of the aircraft. The suction and recompression regions of the flow on the afterbody are sensitive to the
nature of the flow, particularly the diffusion in the gulley between the nacelle and the airframe. The nacelle design must
take these flow-interference considerations into account.
4. Case study
The end-of-climb condition (EOC) was chosen for the nacelle design. Table 1 shows the relevant data. An engine
deck developed at ITA, capable of engine simulation at steady and transient operations, has been used to calculate all
the engine-related parameters used in this study.
Table 1. Data from engine running at EOC
Altitude (H)
10668 m
Ambient Stagnation Temperature (Tt) 242.85 K
Ambient Stagnation Pressure (Pt)
34323 Pa
Flight Mach number (M)
0.74
Relevant engine dimensions and parameters, such as mass flow, fan diameters (hub and tip) and exhaust area should
be known.
Figure 2 shows an axisymmetric nacelle designed following the recommendations mentioned before. Indicated by
the red lines are the limits of an actual engine. For this study the engine external accessories were removed for the sake
of axial symmetry. Blue lines indicate the calculated surfaces.
LONG-DUCT NACELLE

Figure 2. Final shape of the designed nacelle.
Dimensions were intentionally removed to avoid disclosure of proprietary data. 2D and 3D-views of the designed
nacelle are shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3. 2D and 3D-views of the designed nacelle.
This nacelle designed was simulated at an altitude of 11278 m and zero angle of attack to obtain the preliminary
flow pressure, temperature and velocity distributions and to study the critical zones at which excessive Mach number
and boundary layer separation may occur.
Figures 4 to 9 present the calculated pressure, temperature and Mach number contours.

Figure 4. Static pressure contours (Pa).

Figure 5. Detail of the static pressure contour at forebody
(Pa).

Figure 6. Static temperature contours (K).

Figure 7. Mach number contours (K).
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Figure 9. Velocity vectors at forebody (m/s).

5. Conclusion
The nacelle design procedure presented, having in mind both the analytical and the CFD calculations, is adequate to
start the nacelle design. The flow quality inside and around the nacelle seems too be adequate. Others flight conditions
should be simulated including different angles of attack relevant to other flight conditions.
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